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One puzzling feature in the grammar of Apinaje, a language of the Je family spoken in
the Brazilian high plateau, is the variety of functions performed by the morpheme :J.2

This morpheme may appear in constructions as straightforward as (1), where it is the
predicator of a simple clause, and (2), where it is the higher predicator of a periphrastic
causative construction; or it may occur as a causative marker (3), as the instrumental
postposition (4), as part of serial constructions that encode aspectual distinctions (5), and
in the third person form of a set of verbs undergoing phonological truncation (6).3

(1) :iJri pa te :J ane
then 1 PRT do thus
'So I did the following ...'

(2) na ka rz ic-t:J ane pa rap kura
RLS 2 PRT I-do thus 1 dog hit
'You made me hit the dog.'

(3) na ka ic-t:J tujaro
RLS 2 I-CADS be.pregnant
'Y ou got me pregnant.'

(4) na pa kuce=:J kar;} pi'
RLS 1 rifle=INSTR deer kill
'I killed the deer with a rifle.'

(5) na pa ic-tj:J mo
RLS 1 I-die PRT go
'I'm dying.'

(6) a. na pa ic-puduj
RLS 1 I-be.bad/ugly
'I'm bad/ugly.'
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b. na n ~mduj
RLS 3 PRT=be.bad/ugly
'S/he is bad/ugly.'

The distributional, morpho syntactic and phonological properties of {) consistently
indicate its status as a non-bound morpheme;4 and despite the distinct functions of {)in
each context, the constructions in (3-6) display a common syntactic configuration
- (NP) {)(NP)V - which is presumably indicative of a common diachronic origin.

The focus of the present paper will be restricted to a discussion of the historical
development of {)into the morphological causative, on the one hand, and the instrumental
postposition, on the other.5 I intend to show that these two functional domains have
evolved from the periphrastic causative construction. The hypothesis is grounded on the
fact that all three constructions are, in one way or another, strategies for the expression of
causation, and this gives us the semantic clue for the relationship. The point of
divergence is that each construction expresses the causal chain from the perspective of
one specific participant. It is this functional specialization that has led to the reanalysis of
each context as a domain of its own, which was first reflected as syntactic constraints and
finally resulted in the emergence of {)as a member of distinct categories in the synchronic
grammar.

Before proceeding to the treatment of the problem, however, some general
observations about the structure of Apinaje are in order.

Apinaje has a fairly rigid SOy word order and is predominantly isolating.
Postpositional phrases most often precede the direct object. Tense/aspect/modality
particles occur in the initial portion of the clause, and agreement marking seems to be the
only inflectional category occurring on the verb. The agreement system of Apinaje
follows an ergative-absolutive pattern in that agreement markers may refer to 0 and S
arguments but never to A. Nonetheless, while some S arguments are indicated
morphologically by verb agreement, others are not marked on the verb - similarly to A
arguments - due to a semantic split among Apinaje intransitives.6 Clause-initial modality
markers (na/k::x) encode realis/irrealis distinctions; they also indicate the initial boundary
of a clause, as well as its status as a full sentence. Chained clauses fall under the scope of
the same modality marker, and are linked to one another by the particle ne. Manner
adverbs, whose scope comprises the verb, tend to occur postposed to it.

In order to function as a predicator in simple clauses, {)must obligatorily cooccur with the
morpheme ani' 'thus' .



Like other manner adverbs, ane occupies clause final position (cf. (7.a, b)); and
because of its semantic content, it is in complementary distribution with the question
wordtajm5'how' (7.c).

mebaj anigra 5 na pa pre rl a-m5
thing/Q day DEM RLS 1 PST ? 2-DAT
'When have I ever spoken to you in such a manner?'

ic-kaper
I-talk

ane
thus

mduj rat=ne
be.bad INTSEXCL who RLS HRS 2-CAUS

'By God! Who could have hurt you so much?'

c. da taJm5 na ka pre ja iJ J1 j1um
but how RLS 2 PST 3 do J1 CNS

'But how did you do for her to look so nicely dotted?'

The core function of the expression iJane is that of a pro-form with either anaphoric
or cataphoric reference. For instance, (8.a), taken from a traditional narrative, is the
response of one character, the Moon, to the inquiry of another, the Sun, as to why the
Moon has destroyed all Fire Stones that were working on the plantation. In this context,
me iJane '(I) did them this way' stands for the predicate 'break the fire stones' mentioned
in the question. Note that the meaning of the verb iJ'do' is not as specific or "concrete"
as that of its counterpart ipecv'make', shown in (8.b): like in English, while ipecv'make,
manufacture' encodes a direct/physical interaction between agent and patient, iJ 'do'
refers rather to the behavior of one participant towards another in a given situation.

(8) a. ~ na pa me fJ-iJ ane da=m5
yes RLS 1 PL 3-do thus because

ke pa kra jaja kata
PURP 1 child DET.PL come. out

ne t5m jaja ickra a ape
PRT DEM.EMPH DET.PL hand INSTR work

'Well, I did them (Fire Stones) this way so that our descendants work with their own
hands when they come to life.'

b. na pa pri'grt=ti
rls 1 bacuri
'I made some bacuri jam.'

v

'if nipec
sweet make



Apinaje periphrastic causative constructions encode mediated causation in a way similar
to what DeLancey (1984: 182-3, based on the discussion in Maran and Clifton 1976) has
described for Jinghpaw, a Tibeto-Burman language:

"...the ultimate effect is not a direct result of the action of the NP marked as
agent/causer, but some other force (...) which in its turn is occasioned or
facilitated by the action or inaction of the ultimate agent."

In the case at hand, the pro-form :Jane expresses the cause by referring to a situation
understood from the context: in (9) this would be the fact that the addressee stood behind
the dog during the fight, which led the speaker to hit the dog.

(9) na ka n ic-t:J ane pa rap kura
RLS 2 ? I-do thus 1 dog hit
'You caused me to hit the dog (i.e. I was going to hit you with a stick, you stood
behind the dog and I hit the dog instead of hitting you).'

Unlike languages like English where the causative predicator behaves as a
complement-taking verb, in the periphrastic causative of Apinaje the clause encoding the
resulting situation is not a complement; rather, it is more similar to a purpose clause
subordinated to :Jane. Compare (9, 10) with (11).

(10)a. (na) ka ri ic-t:J ane pa mro ne amj1i ga pa
RLS 2 ? I-do thus 1 sink PRT RFLX be.wet CNCL
'You caused me to fall into the water and get all wet (i.e. you pushed me into the
creek).'

b. tr da me kucwar m5 ic-t:J ane pa ic-krar be;=re
EXCL but PL 3.on.behalf? I-do thus 1 I-be.dotted be.pretty
'Why, then make me dotted just like her! (i.e. bum me with hot stones)'

(11) mebaj are pa ku-lJa
thing say/tell 1 3-listen
'Say something (e.g. in your language) for me to listen!'

In (9, 10), just as in purpose constructions such as (11), the occurrence of a single
modality morpheme at the beginning of the utterance; the absence of intervening
morphemes between the two clauses involved; and the intonation pattern constitute
structural evidence for the boundedness of the two clauses into a single sentence. (The



absence of a modality marker in (10.b) and in (11) is due to the imperative speech act.) In
addition, in the case of the periphrastic causatives in (9, 10) the two clauses are also
linked by the fact that they share an argument: the patient of {)is coreferential with the
lower subject, which is expressed by the independent pronoun placed at the beginning of
the subordinated clause. Now consider the example in (12).

(12) na rap ri ic-ta ane ne pa amJ1i pe i]1-o gvra kago kapi
RLS dog ? I-do thus PRT I RFLX DTR I-PSSRburiti JUice spill
'The dog caused me to spill my juice (i. e. it ran across my way, I tripped on it and
dropped the bowl with the juice).'

Here we note the occurrence of the particle ne between the two clauses; the pattern is
not the same as that of the purpose sentence in (11). The presence of ne suggests that in
(12) the clauses expressing cause and result are not as formally bound to each other as
those in (9, 10) proved to be. But on the other hand, both clauses fall under the scope of
the same modality marker, which is confirmation that they still constitute a single
sentence.

The structural differences observed in (9, 10) and (12) correlate with slight semantic
distinctions. In all examples (9, 10) and (12) the causers are animate beings, except that
in the former the causation may be understood as intentional whereas in the latter the
causer is unaware of its acts. This nuance is motivated by the fact that the causers in
(9,10) hold a higher degree of volition for they are human (or human-like) beings.

Finally, a third syntactic pattern may be noted in (13).

(13)? ij-apen ja na n ic-t{) ane na pa
I-work DET RLS? 1~o thus RLS I

? 'My work is already making me tired.'

ic-kenkrr
l-be.tired

Here, a new token of the modality marker na in the second clause suggests that cause and
result are expressed by two independent sentences. It should be pointed out, however,
that my consultant considered the example in (13) somewhat odd; such a construction
could only be found in an elicitation situation. The reason for the oddity is probably the
fact that the higher agent here is an event, and not a participant. A more natural way for
expressing a meaning similar to that of (13) would be with a different structure, involving
the postposition kure. This is illustrated in (14, 15) below. (The meaning of this
morpheme, glossed here as RSN 'reason', is not totally clear yet; but it does behave as a
postposition).

(14) ij-apen ja na ic-pe uti ne
I-work DETRLSI-DTR heavy PRT
'This job of mine it too heavy on me;

;}/)ri pa ra n-kure ic-kenkrr
then I ASP 3-RSN I-be. tired
I'm already tired of working on this.'



(15) pa na pa va ra ij-apen
1 RLS 1 DU ASP I-work
'The two of us are already tired of working.'

kure ic-kenkrr
RSN I-be.tired

In sum, the Apinaje periphrastic causative is characterized by the occurrence of :J ani'
as the causative predicator plus a subsequent clause encoding the result. The result clause
is not a complement of :J ani' but rather a purpose clause subordinated to it (literally:
"you did me this way so that I [V]"); in addition, the patient/Do of :J must be coreferential
with the subject of the lower clause. Differences in the sentence structure of a
periphrastic causative correlate with the human-ness/volitionality of the higher agent: if
that argument is not an inherently volitional being, the purpose-clause pattern does not
hold; rather, the lower clause is linked to the higher one by the particle ne typical of
clause-chaining constructions (with the possible literal translation: "the dog did me this
way and I [V]").

The morphological causative construction of Apinaje is structurally characterized by
the occurrence of :J preposed to the lexical verb of a clause. Even though stress patterns
indicate that :J is not bound to the verb, the :J V complex may be regarded as a unit, since
no intervening elements are allowed between the two morphemes. Object agreement is
attached to :J, whereas the lexical verb appears in a non-finite form. The examples of
morphological causativization by means of :J found in my corpus apply only to
intransitive verbs, as in:

(16)a. na kav~ d:x
RLS basket be full
'The basket is full.'

b. na ka kav~:J
RLS 2 basket CADS

'Y ou filled the basket.'

d:x
be·full

(17)a. na

RLS

ra apec
ASP end

b. na pa ra ij-apec
RLS 1 ASP I-end
'I'm fading, perishing (e.g. due to a deadly disease).'



c. k:Jt kaj iC-l~ apee
IRLS 2 I-CAUS end
'You will destroy/finish with me.'

(18)a. pa ra ma te
I ASP MOV go
'I'm leaving.'

b. na pa a-l~ te
RLS I 2-CAUS go
'I'm taking you.'

We have seen in the previous section that, in the periphrastic causative, ~ is the
causative verb which ultimately precedes the predicator encoding the result and each of
these verbs has their own valence frame. Moreover, in that context the same degree of
relevance is attributed to both cause and result, and the focus is on the intentions of the
causer.

In its turn, the morphological causative encodes direct manipulation and consists of a
single predicator whose valence has been increased in one position by the morpheme ~
preposed to the lexical verb. Functionally, the morphological causative is really about the
result of a causal chain, and therefore it focuses on the effect on the lower subject.

This functional distinction is the motivation for the clause union process that has
yielded the ~ V causative construction in Apinaje: what is in focus here is the fact that the
lower subject is affected by the agent of the higher clause. Thus, this argument is
expressed simply as the patient argument of the higher predicator ~, which in its turn is
reinterpreted as belonging to a distinct category - a derivational morpheme, in the case at
hand. The new function of ~ as a morphological causative is ultimately established by the
generalization in the usage of the ~ V construction, as illustrated in examples (19, 20).
Here, inanimate participants occupy the position of the erstwhile higher agent.

v
(19) a. na ra afl-i5rkwl a-pe eet pa

RLS ASP 2-home 2-DTR burn CNCL
'Your house burned down on you (i.e. for your detriment).'

b. na kupim kagr:J ij1-nikre
RLS mat hot I-shoulder
'The hot mat burned my shoulder.'

~ eet
CAUS burn



(20) kv;::Jr ja pit jaja na me ra kav;J:J d:x pa
manioc DET only DET.PLRLS PL ASP basket CAUS be.full CNCL
'The mandioca,just them (the roots) have already filled up the basket.'

The question that remains unanswered now is, If the morphological causative has
evolved from the periphrastic causative, why does it apply only to intransitive verbs when
the periphrastic causative allows for any type of verb to express the result of a causal
chain? I will provide an answer to this question in the next section, which is devoted to a
discussion of the Apinaje instrumental phrase.

The instrumental phrase of Apinaje consists of the morpheme :J postposed to a noun
phrase. Because third persons are zero-marked and the instrumental postposition requires
an inanimate participant - therefore disallowing for speech-act-participant arguments -
the argument of the instrumental postposition in Apinaje is never expressed by
pronominal prefixes.

(21) a. na pa kuce:J kar;J pi
RLS 1 rifle INSTR deer kill
'I killed the deer with a rifle.'

v

b. kat kaj ic-kura, pa pi ja :J a-t:J cet
IRLS 2 I-hit 1 stick DET INSTR 2-CAUS bum
'If you attack me I'll bum you with this (blazing) stick.'

As far as the semantic properties of its argument, the postposition :J contrasts with the
associative marker me, which requires an animate object.

(22) a. na pa i,p.-bzen me pa
RLS 1 l-husband ASSC 1
'I'm dancing with my husband.'

gre

dance

b. na ire apar=ti me ma va
RLS N. N. ASSC MOY DU
'Ire went to the health center with Aporo.'

famajs V;Jr va
h.c. ALLT DU

The usage of the morpheme :J in contexts such as (22.a, b) results in a totally different
reading, in which the particle :J is interpreted as a morphological causative. This analysis
is further confirmed by structural facts. Consider (23).



(23) a. na pa i,p-hzen:1 gre
RLS 1 l-husband INSTRICAUS dance
'I'm dancing with my husband (who's totally drunk).'

b. na ire ap:Jr=ti famajs v;)r
RLS N. N. h.c. ALLT
'In§ took Aporo to the health center.'

:1 mo
CAUS go

Sentence (23.a) is an elicited example. The context given to the consultant here was a
situation in which one of the participants (the husband) is drunk and the other (the
speaker) is not; thus, the sober participant has to do all the dancing on behalf of the
couple. On the one hand, the husband could be characterized as "not particularly
animate" in this context, which points to the semantic requirement of the instrumental
construction. But on the other, the situation at hand implies direct manipulation of one
participant over another. Moreover, in (22.a) the subject of the verb gre is expressed by
the first person pronoun pa occurring both at the beginning of the clause and adjacent to
the verb (note that most movement verbs do not take agreement prefixes and that the
double occurrence of the first person pronoun in this context carries the information 'dual
inclusive') whereas in (23.a) pa does not appear between the verb and the particle :1; this
suggests that in (23.a) :1gre constitutes a syntactic unit like the pattern observed in the
morphological causative construction.

Further structural evidence for this analysis comes from a comparison between (22.b,
23.b). In the first example, the associative postposition is adjacent to the noun phrase it
modifies, whereas in the second, the postpositional phrasefamajs vz intervenes between
the morpheme :1 and the noun phrase aporti. Thus, aporti and :1 do not constitute a
syntactic unit in (23.a) since Apinaje does not allow for discontinuous phrases.

Given this characterization let us now consider the question as to why the
morphological causative imposes constraints on the valence of the verbs to which it may
apply, and how this relates to the instrumental postposition.

A generally accepted characterization of the semantic role "instrument" is that it
refers to an inanimate participant used by an agent as a means to inflict an action on a
patient, and for this reason some degree of agency may also be attributed to the
instrument participant? Two assumptions implied in this definition are: (a) that an
instrumental phrase will necessarily occur in a transitive clause, and (b) that the
functional domain of an instrumental phrase has to do with direct manipulation, or
ultimately, causation. The hypothesis that I would like to suggest, then, is that the
instrumental construction is a structural counterpart of the morphological causative in
Apinaje; cf. figure (24):



(24) a.
b.

PC:

MC:

IP:

SBJA OBJB-3

SBJA OBJB-3

SBJA OBJB-3

My argument is grounded on the fact that all three constructions - periphrastic
causative, morphological causative and instrumental - are strategies for expressing the
manipulation, direct or indirect, of one participant by another. The manipulee may be
animate or inanimate, and it may be the means for, or the ultimate goal of an action. That
is, all cases refer to a causal chain, but each construction focuses specifically on one of
the participants involved.

We have seen that the morphological causative applies solely to stative, unaccusative
and movement verbs (cf. (16-18) above), and that it is the periphrastic construction that
serves the purpose of expressing a situation in which one participant leads another,
volitional participant to affect a third party. Apparently, in the Apinaje culture such a
situation can only be conceived of as an instance of mediated causation in which the
intention of the causer to turn an inherently volitional participant into an involuntary
agent is highlighted, so that all the responsibility for the effect on the patient at the
endpoint of the causal chain is held by the causer itself.

On the other hand, no constraints apply to the exercise of direct manipulation over an
inanimate being. In this context, as in all others, the initiator of the causal chain is
animate, inherently volitional, and ultimately responsible for the effect on the participant
at the endpoint; but here there is no problem for this responsibility to be shared with the
inanimate participant mediating the action carried upon the patient. Thus, in the
schematic representation in (24.c) the instrument may be conceived of as a "causee"
(therefore somewhat agentive), at an abstract level. The reanalysis of the structure in
(24.c) as a postpositional phrase was presumably motivated by the emphasis this
construction places on the "causee", in addition to the semantic characterization of this
participant - inanimate, non volitional, agentive-like; therefore, instrument.

One last point that supports my hypothesis about the evolution of the instrumental
postposition of Apinaje is the following. The prediction implied in the characterization
of the semantic role "instrument" as mentioned above, that instrumental phrases are
supposed to appear only in transitive clauses, is not universally valid (maybe not even
accurate). An illustrative example is (25.b) from Bare, an Arawakan language of Brazil,
in which the instrumental morpheme ahau appears with the verb 'die'.

1s-kill-PFV ant fire
'I killed the ants with fire.'

b. naya ahau i-dawika-na
what INSTR 3-die-PFV
'What did he die of?'



In Apinaje, however, the instrumental phrase cannot occur in intransitive clauses. In
(26.a) the morpheme 0 cooccurs with the question word 'what', which refers to the
instrument in the event encoded by the transitive version of 'bum'; but in (26.b) the
pattern with the question word tajm5 and the morpheme 0 is the same already noted in the
interrogative version of the periphrastic causative in (7.c), repeated below. This suggests
that an instrumental phrase is not likely to occur in the positive version of (26.b).

(26) a. meb:j ka am.J1i
v

to na to cet
thing/Q INSTR RLS 2 RFLX CADS bum
'What did you bum yourself with?'

b. tajm5 na 5 to ne ti
how RLS DEM do PRT die
'What did he die of?'

(7) c. d:J tajma na ka pre ja 0 e j1um
but how RLS 2 PST 3 do e CNS

'But how did you do for her to look so nicely dotted?'

n-kr:Jr bcd=re

3-be.dotted be.pretty

We note from the examples just examined that even though the various functions of
the morpheme 0 are already well established, some residues from the historical
development of each construction where it appears are still noticeable and constitute
syntactic restrictions in the synchronic grammar of Apinaje.

Throughout this paper I have argued that the periphrastic causative construction was
the source for the development of 0 into the morphological causative and also the
instrumental postposition of Apinaje. An argument for their common source is the
semantic notion of causality, and the key factor determining the divergence of the three
constructions, which ultimately led the verb 0 'do' to evolve into morphemes belonging
to distinct categories, was the functional specificity of the periphrastic causative,
morphological causative, and instrumental phrase regarding the argument they focused on
in the causal chain.

Major structural evidence supporting the analysis is the complementary distribution of
the morphological causative and the instrumental marker according to the transitivity of
the clause in which they appear. These constraints found in the synchronic grammar of
the language are structural residues reflecting the course of events that led to the rise of
the causative marker and the instrumental postposition, namely, the usage of a clause-
union structure with an intransitive and with a transitive lexical verb, respectively.



I I am indebted to Rita Ire Dias Laranja, Julia Dada Laranja, and Creuza Kojkoti Fernandes, from Aldeia
Sao Jose (A.I. Apinaje, Brazil), for sharing with me their language expertise. Credit for any merits this
analysis might have is as much theirs as mine; the shortcomings are my own responsibility. I would also
like to thank the Wenner Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research and the Conselho Nacional de
Desenvolvimento Cientffico e Tecnologico for providing financial support for my research on Apinaje.
2 Whose allomorphs are .7and t.7.

3 In the transcription of the Apinaje data the symbols p, t, c~k represent plain obstruents which consist of
voiced and voiceless allophones (i.e. the property [voice] is not distinctive for this set). The symbols b, d,j,
g represent prenasalized obstruents, which are voiced in all contexts. The symbol r represents the
unrounded counterpart of the vowel.7. Abbreviations used in the text are: I-first person; Is-first person
singular; 2-second person; 3-third person; ALLT-allative; ASP-aspect; Assc-associative; CAUS-
causativizer; CNCL-conclusive; cNs-consequential; DAT-dative; DEM-demonstrative; DET-determiner;
DTR-detrimentary; DU-dual; EMPH-emphatic; EXCL-exclamation; HRs-hearsay; INSTR-instrumental; INTS-
intensifier; MOv-movement; N.-proper noun; PFV-perfective; PL-plural; PRT-particle; PSSR-possessor; PST-
remote past; PURP-purpose; RFLx-reflexive; RLS-realis; RSN-reason; Q-question word. All data presented
in this paper, both from Apinaje and Bare, are from my own field work, except for examples (7.c) and
(lo.b), taken from Apinaye et al. 1992.
4 I.e. either a full word (I, 2) or a clitic (3-6) - not an affix.
5 The theoretical background for the analysis presented here comes from Cole 1983; DeLancey 1984,
1985a, 1985b, [to appear]; Givon 1984, 1990; Heine 1992; Heine, Claudi and Hunnemeyer 1991a,
1991b; Hopper and Traugott 1992; Hopper 1987; and Kurytowicz 1965.
6 For further details about active/agentive characteristics in the Apinaje agreement system, see Oliveira
1998.
7 See e.g. Croft 1991.
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